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ABSTRACT 

This study was an attempt to determine (l) if alcoholics have a 
common personality trait profile, (2) if there are identifyable 
differences in trait profiles of groups of alcoholics and (3) if 
differences can be applied to the treatment program at the Alcoholic 
Treatment Center, Galen, Montana* 

Groups were arranged in a bi-polar formation with a Receiving 
Hospital Group at Warm Springs State Hospital as one extreme and a 
group of Alcoholics Anonymous members at the other. Three mid-groups' 
were formed from alcoholics at the Alcoholic Treatment Center with 
the time spent in treatment as the basis for group division* 

The author attempted to determine if treatment would result in 
group profiles becoming more similar to the Alcoholics Anonymous 
Group as treatment progressed* 

Five traits. Abasement, Impulsivity, Play, Endurance, and 
Succorance remained relatively constant throughout all groups while 
sixteen varied* The main conclusion was that all groups have conmon 
basic characteristics but each group had a degree of variation unique 
to itself* Surprisingly, the group nearest dismissal at the Alcoholic 
Treatment Center had a profile more like that of the Receiving Hos¬ 
pital Group thatn that of the Alcoholics Anonymous Group* 



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION, STATEMENT OF PROBLEM AND PURPOSE 

Much research has been and is being done to determine why 

individuals become alcoholic* For example, P# J. Gal^ found 

that forty of the one hundred alcoholics he studied had either a 

parent or a sibling who was also an alcoholic. This discovery, when • 

projected to the almost five million alcoholics in this country, leads 

to an alarming thought. Ihe suggestion that forty per cent of the 

offspring of millions of alcoholics are potential alcoholics may 

be catalytic to continued research. 

The long range effects of drinking alcoholic beverages are dis¬ 

cussed by Rosen and Gregory: 

The catalogue of disturbances includes damage 
to the endocrine glands, particularly the thyroid and 
ovary; cardiac decompensation (failure of heart func¬ 
tioning); hypertension; a tendency for the redness and 
swelling of the face, expecially the nose; shrinking 
and inflanmation of the lining of the stomach; wide¬ 
spread tremors; autonomic disturbances; and cirrhosis 
of the liver, in which liver cells are replaced by 
fibrous tissue that contracts and strangles the blood 
circulation through the liver. In addition, the peripheral 
and central nervous systems may be disordered, and the 
central disorders may result in a number of neurological 
and psychotic syndromes.2 

1 P. J. Gal, J. Amer. Geriat. Soc., 12:1126, 1964 
Aspects of Alcoholism: Vol. 2. J. B. Lippencott Co., 
Philadelphia, 1st ed. 1966 p. 12. 

2 Ephrain Rosen and Ian Gregory, Abnormal Psychology. 

Philadelphia, W. B. Saunders Co. 1965 p. 402. 
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Social maladjustments accompanying alcoholism are considered 

in the Review of Literature (Chapter II) with discussions regarding 

employment handicaps and marital difficulties. 

Alcoholism, then may adversly affect its victims psychologically, 

physically and socially. A multitude of studies have considered the 

psychological or emotional make up of the alcoholic. According to 

Rosen and Gregory,3 anxiety is a key element causing excessive 

drinking. Freud 4 theorized that drinking was a regression to the 

oral stage of psychosexuality while Abraham ^ proposes alcohol to 

be a perverted substitute for sex much as is voyeurism or fetishism. 

Wenninger interpreted alcohol addiction as a form of self destruction 

that is excited by a sense of guilt and a need for punishment which 

are ultimately due to aggressiveness. ^ A desire to avoid assuming 

responsibility and to escape feelings of inferiority were points of 

reference in Adler’s ? theory regarding alcoholics. 

3 Rosen and Gregory, Abnormal Psychology, p. 408 

^ Sigmund Freud, Moaming and Melancholia in Collected 
Papers: Vol 4* London, Hogarth Press 1912. 

3 K. Abraham, nThe Psychological Relation between 
Sexuality and Alcoholism. 1926 Int. J. Psychoanal. 
7: 2 - 10. 

^ Karl Wenninger, Man Against Himself. New York. 
Harcourt Brace and Co. 1st ed. 1938. 

^ Alfred Adler, ^Individual Psychology of the Alcoholic 
Patient*' J. Grim. Psycopathol. 1941* 
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Cartain traits are consistently discussed in studies of the 

alcoholic personality* Fox and Lyons, ® for example, consider depen¬ 

dency, low frustration tolerance, hostility and egocentricity to be 

alcoholic personality traits* ' The obvious consistencies have led the 

author to suspect a valid need for further study involving personality 

traits of alcoholics* 

A thorough review of available literature disclosed no comparative 

studies that considered the alcoholic personality in different stages 

of ..treatment* If there are characteristics unique to the alcoholic 

personality mi^it such traits then be evident within all stages of a 

particular treatment? Moreover, might not the same traits exist and 

be of a comparable degree of intensity for groups of alcoholics 

receiving the same type and amount of treatment? This study is an 

attempt to answer these questions* 

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

The problem of this study was to (1) identify personality trait 

profiles of three groups of alcoholics and (2) to compare these group 

traits with one another* 

R* Fox and P* Lyon# Alcoholism - Its Scope* Cause and 
Treatment. New York, Random House, 1955* 

8 
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STATEMENT OF THE PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study was to identify and evaluate similarities 

and differences in the personality trait profiles of the three groups. 

HYPOTHESIS 

While all groups will have common characteristics each group 

will have some degree of variation in personality trait profiles 

which is unique to that group. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

1. Personality traits or characteristics are behavioral 
functions of all persons. 

2. The personality traits and degrees of variation can 
be determined by objective test or examination. 

3* The Personality Research Form can elicit a personality 
trait profile in persons and/or groups of persons. 

4* Persons in the three groups represent an accurate 
sampling of the population they represent. 

DEFINITION OF TERMS 

The following definitions of terms are used for this paper only. 

1. Alcoholic refers to any individual for whom the ingestion 
of beverages containing ethyl alcohol has handicapped 
interpersonal and community relationships and who has 
presented himself for treatment or is an Alcoholics 
Anonymous member. 

2. Groups refer to aggregates of the population available for 
testing. ' i 
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3» Tegting populations refer to all alcoholics and/or all 
alcoholics in situations comparable to those of the 
individual subjects. 

! 4* Personality traits refer to the most unique functions of 
behavior. 

"Because of the variability of human behavior, the study of 

single individuals contributes little to the search for general 

consistency. Groups of people must be studied in order to avoid the 

danger of generalizing from an atypical person." ' This paper is a 

cross-sectional comparative study of the personality traits found in 

three groups of alcoholics; a Receiving Hospital Group, an Alcoholic 

Treatment Center Group and an Alcoholics Anonymous Group. Data 

were accumulated through the use of a standardized research form. 

In light of the almost five million alcoholics in the United 

States, the thought that alcoholism is not yet controlled can 

obviously be deemed correct. The author earnestly desires that this 

study be of some aid in the struggle to eliminate this destructive 

ailment. 

9 Robert K. Young and Donald J. Veldman. Introductory 
Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences» New York, 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston. 1965. p. 1. 

\ 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Many investigators agree there is a recognizable pattern of 
> - 

behavior and/or personality traits discernable and unique to 

alcoholism* If such an assumption is correct then the alcoholic 

person may need to change his personality traits to maintain 

sobriety* 

Often, however, individuals suffering from alcoholism are not 

readily distinguished from other members of society* Aspects of 

Alcoholism. ^ a book compiled by the J* B* Lippincott Company 

states* 

He (the alcoholic) may be the neatly groomed 
professional man noted for his long weekends, the young 
salesman with yet another traffic ticket, the unkempt 
loiterer asking for a dime• He may even be a she - a 
professional woman, a housewife, a grandmother* One 
adult in 25 is an alcoholic, and the stereotyped image 
of alcoholic-derelict is clearly a fallacy* Most 
alcoholics begin as ordinary people leading ordinary 
lives - "respectable citizens living quietly in our 
comnunities, their alcoholism unknown to us*" Only 
as their disease progresses does their behavior 
change to a degree that affects their health, families 
and jobs* 

The book discusses an alcoholic syndrome composed of 

impulsivity, hostility, irritability and exploitation* The Alcoholic 

1 Aspects of Alcoholism: Volume 2, ed* J* B* Lippincott 
Company, (Philadelphia, Penn* 1966) p. 9* 
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they say, is often convinced that no one has ever understood him* 

During his period of involvement with alcohol the alcoholic 

has less self control than his non-drinking counterpart* Bowers 

of concentration and physical dexterity are lessened* Aspects of 

Alcoholism discusses an interrelationship between drinking and 

eating habits by sayings 

Alcoholics tend to be inmoderate in these as well 
as in other aspects of their lives. Bates refers to 
the “overindulgence syndrolne,, — excessive habits of 
smoking, drinking coffee, diet, and of work and sleep 
• • • • The tendency to overindulge can be noted even 
in prescription refills! alcoholic patients have 
been known to double or triple their dosage of pre¬ 
scribed medications. 

Fox and Lyon 3 refer to traits most commonly found in alcoholics 

as those which are also found in infants* They theorize that such 

traits are left-overs from infancy* Dependency, for example, is 

cited as a regressive trait* The chronic alcoholic seeks to be 

taken care of, either by an institution or an individual* (Such 

dependency needs are acconmodated in part by membership in Alcoholics 

Anonymous*) Feelings of hostility are usually repressed, possibly 

because of the dependency needs* Occasionally, say Fox and lyons, 

hostility does erupt during an acute stage of intoxication. Another 

2 Aspects of Alcoholism* p. 13 

3 R. Fox and P* Lyon! Alcoholism- Its Scope, Causes and 

Treatment, New York, Random House, 1955• 
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trait that may relate to dependency is egocentricity* Fox and Lyons 

suggest the alcoholic is concerned only with his world and estranged 

from others# The dependent alcoholic does not enter into relation¬ 

ships in which he may need to be supportive* 

Eric Berne ^ discusses the alcoholic ‘‘game*’ in his book Games 

People Play* He does not concern himself with the physiological 

or chemical aspects of alcoholism but with the social interactions 

accompanying excessive drinking* He observes that the game of 

“alcoholic** has five players, the drinker, who is the principle 

player; the persecutor, often the alcoholic*s spouse; the rescuer, 

any person who attempts to help the alcoholic; the patsy or dummy 

is the person who helps the alcoholic continue drinking under the 

guise of a “helper*1* The fifth role is that of the connection, 

the source of supply who is usually a bartender or liquor store 

clerk* 

Dr* Berne suggests that the reinforcement obtained from 

excessive drinking is derived through the morning after hangover* 

If the principle player is suffering from the mess he has created 

then he can righteously claim attention and forgiveness from other 

players in the game* 

^ Eric Berne, M* D*, Games People Play. New York, Grove Press, 
Inc*, 1964» PP« 72-80 
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In regards to treatment. Dr# Berne states* 

The correct therapeutic procedure from a trans¬ 
actional point of view is, after careful preliminary 
groundwork, to take an Adult countractual position 
and refuse to play any of the roles, hoping that the 
patient will be able to tolerate not only abstinence 
from drinking but also from playing his game# If he 
cannot, he is best referred to a rescuer#5 

Dr# Berne offers an outlined analysis of the Alcoholic game 

that indicates some of the same personality traits found by other 

investigators# 

ANALYSIS 

Thesis: How bad I’ve been; see if you can stop me# 

Aim: Self castigation# 

Roles: Alcoholic, Persecutor, Rescuer, Patsy* 
Connection# 

Dynamics: Oral Deprivation# 

Examples: (l) See if you can catch me# (The proto¬ 
types of this game are difficult to correlate 
because of its complexity# Children, however, 
particularly children of alcoholics, often go 
through many of the maneuvers characteristic 
of the Alcoholic. "See if you can stop me," 
involves lying, hiding things, derogeratory 
renarks, finding a benevolent neighbor who 
will give handouts, etc# Self-castigation is 
often postponed til later years#) (2) The 
Alcoholic and his circle 

5 Berne, pp. 72-80 
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Social Paradigm: Adult - Adult 

Adult: “Tell me what you really think of 

me or help me stop drinking.'1 

Adult: "Ifll be frank with you." 

Psychological Paradigm: Parent - Child 

Child: "See if you can stop me." 

Parent: "You must stop drinking because • • •" 

Moves: (1) Internal Psychological - (a) Drinking as a 

Procedure - rebellion, reassurance and satis¬ 

faction of craving, (b) "Alcoholic" as a 

game - self-castigation (probable). 

/ (2) External Psychological - avoidance of sexual 

and other forms of intimacy. 

(3) Internal Social - See if you can make me 
stop. 

(4) External Social - "Morning After," "Martini," 
and other pastimes. 

(5) Biological - alternating loving and angry 

exchanges. 

(6) Existential - Everybody wants to deprive me. ^ 

Dr. Berne’s writings exemplify almost the same group of character¬ 

istics evident in other studies. Immaturity, impulsiveness, dependency, 

hostility, projection and self-destruction are discussed as alcoholic 

traits. t 

6 Berne. Games People Play, p. 82 
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The author suggests that a study of groups of alcoholics in 

different stages of treatment will reveal these same characteristics* 

However, the traits may vary in regard to emphasis* That is to say, 

a group which has received no treatment will indicate varying degrees 

of a specified trait. 



CHAPTER III 

METHODOLOGY 

This chapter is a detailed description of the procedures ard 

methods used to develop the study* A cross sectional survey method 

was employed to gather data* 

The Test Tool 

The Personality Research Form, devised by Douglas N* Jackson, 

Ph* D* was used to define personality trait profiles for each group. 

Dr* Jacksons PRF was chosen for this study on the advice of Dr. H.A* 

Walters of the Psychology Department at the University of Montana, 

Missoula, Montana. Dr. Walters referred to the PRF as being the 

most valid and reliable tool for personality trait measurement of 

which he knew. The author concurs with his judgment and feels the PRF 

provided the most efficient method of comparison available. 

The PRF focuses primarily upon areas of normal, rather than 

psychopathological, functioning. It measures twenty-two facets of 

human functioning that are considered primary and most important. 

The PRF dimensions of personality are measured on a bi-polar 

scale. Thus, a low score or a high score signify the presence of 

an emotion. For example, a low score for DOMINANCE indicates a high 

score for SUBMISSIVENESS rather than merely a lack of dominant 

characteristics. 

Dr. Jackson has devised four different PRF forms; A, B, AA and 
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BB. Forms AA and BB contain four-hundred forty items, one-hundred 

forty more than either Form A or Form B. Forms AA and BB have also 

included seven additional variables of personality. PHF form AA was 

chosen for this study because it made available more data on more 

personality variables than either Form A or Form B. Ihe choice 

between Form AA and Form BB was considered irrelevant. That is to say, 

no reason could be found to justify selecting one and rejecting the 

other. 

Page 22 is a table listing the personality traits (Items) and 

their abbreviations which are included in the Personality Research 

Form AA. A sampling of statements in Form AA indicating the personality 

variables follows. 

Abasement I like to be the first to 
apologize after an argument. 

Achievement 

Affiliation 

Aggression 

Autonomy 

Change 

I enjoy doing things which 
challenge me. 

I believe that a person who 
is incapable of enjoying 
the people around him misses 
much in life. 

I get a kick out of seeing 
someone I dislike appear 
foolish in front of others. 

I would like to wander 
freely from country to 
country. 

I like to have new 
things to eat from week 
to week. 
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Cognitive Structure I live from day to day 
without trying to fit my 
activities into a pattern* 

Dominance I would enjoy being a 
club officer* 

Defendence I don’t like people to 
joke about what they feel 
are my shortcomings* 

Endurance If people want a job done 
which requires patience, 
they call me* 

Exhibition Others think I am lively 
and witty. 

Harmavoidance I most always accept a dare 

Impulsivitv I admire free spontaneous 
people* 

Nurturance When I see someone who 
looks confused, I usually 
ask if I can be of assis¬ 
tance* 

Order I often decide ahead of 
time what I will do on a 
certain day. 

Play I love to tell, and listen 
to, jokes and funny stories 

Sentience The smell of freshly baked 
bread makes my mouth water* 

Social Recognition I consider it important to 
be held in high esteem by 
those I know* 

Succoran ce I always appreciate it 
when people are concerned 
about me* 
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Desirability I always try to bo consid¬ 
erate of tho feelings of 
others* 

Infrequency I was born over ninety 
years ago. 

Ihere are approximately twenty questions in each personality 

variable category* 

PRF Form AA has a test-re test reliability range of *46 for 

INFREQUENCY to a *9 for HARMAVOIDANCE* In reference to behavior 

rating criteria the median validity co-efficient is *50 for the 

twenty scales when completed. A median of .56 refers to a speciality 

trait rating form. It is possible to consider each PRF as unique and 

to be confident that each provides a contribution to the evaluation 

of results. On pages 16-21 are a copy of PRF Table I, taken from 

Dr. Jackson1 s booklet discussing the tool. 

The Research Psychologists Press granted the author license to 

reprint portions of Dr. Jacksonfs Personality Research Form in this 

study. (See Appendix B , p.75). 

The Groups 

Group I. This group consisted of eight males who were active 

members of Alcoholics Anonymous. The length of sobriety maintained 

in this group was reported to range from one month to four years. 

These men were all male alcoholics who are active members of Alcoholics 

Anonymous in Montana and who chose to answer and return the questionnaire 

when they were asked to participate. In the study Group I was the only 
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PERSONALITY RESEARCH FORM SCALES 1 

SCALE: ABASEMENT 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Shows a higfr degree of humility; accepts 
blame and criticism even when not deserved; exposes himself to situations 
where he is in an inferior position; tends to be self-effacing. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: meek, self-accusing, self-blaming, obsequi¬ 
ous, self-belittling, surrendering, resigned, self-critical, humble, 
apologizing, subservient, obedient, yielding, deferential, self-subord¬ 
inating. 

SCALE: ACHIEVEMENT 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Aspires to accomplish difficult tasks; 
maintains high standards and is willing to work toward distant goals; 
responds positively to competition; willing to put forth effort to 
attain excellence. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: striving, accomplishing, capable, purposeful, 
attaining, industrious, achieving aspiring, enterprising, self-improving, 
productive, driving, ambitious, resourceful, competitive. 

SCALE: AFFILIATION 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Enjoys being with friends and people in 
general; accepts people readily; makes efforts to win friendships and 
maintain associations with people.. , 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: neighborly, loyal, warm, amicable, good- 
natured, friendly, companionable, genial, affable, cooperative, gregar¬ 
ious, hospitable, sociable, affiliative, good-willed. 

SCALE: AGGRESSION 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Enjoys combat and argument; easily annoyed; 
sometimes willing to hurt people to get his way, may seek to “get even’* 
with people whom he perceives as having harmed him. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: aggressive, quarrelsome, irritable, argumen¬ 
tative, threatening, attacking, antagonistic, pushy, hot-tempered, 
easily angered, hostile, revengeful, belligerent, blunt, retaliative. 
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SCALE: AUTONOMY ! 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Tries to break away from restraints, con¬ 
finement; or restrictions of any kind; enjoys being unattached, free, 
not tied to people, places, or obligations; may be rebellious when 
faced with restraints. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: unmanageable, free, self-reliant, indepen¬ 
dent, autonomous, rebellious, unconstrained, individualistic, ungovern¬ 
able, self-determined, non-conforming, uncompliant, undominated, 
resistant, lone-wolf. 

SCALE: CHANGE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Likes new and different experiences; 
dislikes routine and avoids it; may readily change opinions or values 
in different circumstances; adapts readily to changes in environment. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: inconsistent, fickle, flexible, unpredic— 
table, wavering, mutable, adaptable, changeable, irregular, variable, 
capricious, innovative, flighty, vacillating, inconstant. c 

SCALE: COGNITIVE STRUCTURE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Does not like ambiguity or uncertainty in 
information; wants all questions answered completely; desires to make 
decisions based upon definite knowledge, rather than upon guesses or 
probabilities. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: precise, exacting, definite, seeks certainty, 
meticulous, perfectionistic, clarifying, explicit, accurate, rigorous, 
literal, avoids ambiguity, defining, rigid, needs structure. 

SCALE: DEPENDENCE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Readily suspects that people mean him harm 
or are against him; ready to defend himself at all times; takes offense 
easily; does not accept criticism readily. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: self-protective, justifying, denying, 
defensive, self-condoning, suspicious, secretive, has a nchip on the 
shoulder*', resists inquiries, protesting, wary, self-excusing, rational¬ 
izing, guarded, touchy. , 
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SCALE: DOMINANCE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Attempts to control his environment, and 
to influence or direct other people; expresses opinions forcefully, 
enjoys the role of leader and may assume it spontaneously. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: governing, controlling, commanding, domi¬ 
neering, influential, persuasive, forceful, ascendant, leading, 
directing, dominant, assertive, authoritative, powerful, supervising. 

SCALE: ENDURANCE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Willing to work long hours; doesnft give 
up quickly on a problem, persevering, even in the face of great dif¬ 
ficulty; patient and unrelenting in his work habits. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: persistent, determined, steadfast, en¬ 
during, unfaltering, persevering, unremitting, relentless, tireless, 
dogged, energetic, has stamina, sturdy, zealous, durable. 

iSCALE: EXHIBITION ^-O'V 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Wants to be the center of attention, 
enjoys having an audience; engages in behavior which wins the notice 
of others; may enjoy being dramatic or witty. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: colorful, entertaining, unusual, spell¬ 
binding, exhibitionistic, conspicuous, noticeable, expressive, 
ostentatious, immodest, demonstrative, flashy, dramatic, pretentious, 
showy. 

SCALE: HARMAVOIDANCE 
.' *     /' * 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Does not enjoy exciting activities, es¬ 
pecially if danger is involved; avoids risk of bodily harm; seeks to 
maximize personal safety. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: fearful, withdraws from danger, self- 
protecting, pain-avoidant, careful, cautious, seeks safety, timouous, 
apprehensive, precautionary, unadverterous, avoids risks, attentive 
to danger, stays out of harass way, vigilant. 
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SCALE: IMPULSIVITY 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Tends to act on the "spur of the moment" 
and without deliberation; gives vent readily to feelings and wishes; 
speaks freely; may be volatile in emotional expression. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: hasty, rash, uninhibited, spontaneous, reck¬ 
less, irrepressible, quick-thinking, mercurial, impatient, incautious, 
hurried, impulsive, foolhardy, excitable, impetuous. 

SCALE: NURTURANCS 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Gives sympathy and comfort; assists others 
whenever possible, interested in caring for children, the disabled, or 
the infirm; offers a "helping hand" to those in need; readily performs 
favors for others. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: sympathetic, paternal, helpful, benevolent, 
encouraging, caring, protective, comforting, maternal, supporting, 
aiding, ministering, consoling, charitable, assisting. 

SCAIE: ORDER 
i —■ ■* -y 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Concerned with keeping personal effects 
and surroundings neat and organized; dislikes clutter, confusion, lack 
of organization; interested in developing methods for keeping materials 
methodically organized. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: neat, organized, tidy, systematic, well- 
ordered, disciplined, prompt, consistent, orderly, clean, methodical, 
scheduled, planful, unvarying, deliberate. 

SCALE: PLAY 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Does many things "just for fun"; spends a 
good deal of time participating in games, sports, social activities, and 
other amusements; enjoys jokes and funny stories, maintains a light¬ 
hearted, easy-going attitude toward life. 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: playful, jovial, jolly, pleasure-seeking, 
merry, laughter-loving, joking, frivolous, prankish, sportive, mirthful, 
fun-loving, gleeful, carefree, blithe. 
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SCALE: SENTIENCE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Notices smells, sounds, sights, tastes, 

and the way things feel; remembers these sensations and believes that 
they are an important part of life; is sensitive to many forms of 
experience; may maintain an essentially hedonistic and aesthetic 
view of life* 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: aesthetic, enjoys physical sensations, 
observant, earthy, aware, notices environment, feeling, sensitive, 
sensuous, open to experience, perceptive, responsive, noticing, dis¬ 
criminating, alive to impressions* 

SCALE: SOCIAL RECOGNITION 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Desires to be held in high esteem by 
acquaintances; concerned about reputation and what other people think 
of him; works for the approval and recognition of others* 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: approval seeking, proper, well-behaved, 
seeks recognition, courteous, makes good impression, seeks respecta¬ 
bility, accommodating, socially proper, seeks admiration, obliging, 
agreeable, socially sensitive, desirous of credit, behaves appropriately* 

SCALE: SUCCORANCE 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Frequently seeks the sympathy, protection, 
love, advice, and reassurance of other people, may feel insecure or 
helpless without such support; confides difficulties readily to a 
receptive person* 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES:; trusting, ingratiating, dependent, entreat¬ 
ing, appealing for help, seeks support, wants advice, helpless, con¬ 
fiding, needs protection, requesting, craves affection, pleading, help¬ 
seeking, defenseless* 

SCALE: UNDERSTANDING 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER: Wants to understand many areas of knowledge, 
values synthesis of ideas, verifiable generalization, logical thought, 
particularly when directed at satisfying intellectual curiosity# 

DEFINING TRAIT ADJECTIVES: inquiring, curious, analytical, exploring, 
intellectual, reflective, incisive, investigative, probing, logical, 
scrutinizing, theoretical, astute, rational, inquisitive* 
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SCALEJ DESIRABILITY- . 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORER« Describes self in terms judged as 
desirable; consciously or unconsciously, accurately or inaccurately, 
presents favorable picture of self in responses to personality 
statements* 

SCALE: INFREQUENCY 

DESCRIPTION OF HIGH SCORERS Responds in implausible or pseudo-random 
manner, possibly due to carelessness, poor comprehension, passive non- 
compliance, confusion, or gross deviation* 

Douglas Jackson, Ph.D* Personality Research Form Manual; New Yorks 
Research Psychologist Press Inc. 196? pp. 6-7 
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• Table 1 

Psrsonality Research Form A A 
Normative Data (Males) 

Personality Variable Abbrev. Mean Standard 
Deviation 

1* Abasement . Ab. 6.22 2.92 
2* Achievement Ac. 12.58 3.73 
3* Affiliation Af. 14.98 3.26 
4* Aggression Ag* 7.93 3.78 
5* Autonomy Au. 8.62 3.12 
6. Change Ch. 11.74 3.20 
7* Cognitive Structure CS. 10.90 3.69 
8. Defendance De. 8.76 3.32 
9* Dominence Do. 11.07 4.48 

10. Endurance En. 10.67 3.82 
11. Exhibition Ex# 10.83 3.87 
12. Harmavoidance HA. 7.46 4.05 
13. Impulsivity Inu 9.78 3.49 
14* Nurturance Nu. 12.68 3.37 
15• Order Or. 10.81 4.33 
16. Play EL. 12.13 3.42 
17* Sentience Se. 15.24 2.87 
18. Social Recognition SR. 11.90 3.96 
19* Succorance Su. 7.88 3.50 
20. Understanding Un. 12.46 3.33 
21. Desirability Dy. 15.45 2.85 
22. Infrequency In. .69 1.09 
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Group II* This group was a composite of twenty-nine patients 

at the Alcoholic Treatment Center, Galen, Montana* The group was 

divided into three sub-groups* Group Ila consisted of seven men 

who had been under treatment for one to two weeks* Group lib was 

five patients who had been receiving treatment for three to three 

and one half weeks* Group lie was seventeen alcoholics who had been 

at the Alcoholic Treatment Center for four to five weeks* The length 

of time the sub-group had been at the Alcoholic Treatment Center was 

considered a variable in this division* This division was possible 

because patients enter treatment at weekly intervals and are, there¬ 

fore, at different stages of treatment in the five week program* 

The representative population for this group would be all male 

alcoholics in the western region who had received the same type of 

treatment for a corresponding amount of time at this institution* 

Group III. The first group tested was nine men admitted to the 

Receiving Unit of Warm Springs State Hospital, Warm Springs, Montana* 

The subjects tested had all been admitted for alcoholism* They were 

undergoing routine admission procedures and had received no treatment 

other than medication. 

The represented population for this group is defined as all males, 

newly institutionalized at this Hospital who have received no treat¬ 

ment other than medication and had been admitted for possible 

alcoholism* 
i 

Usually after seven days in the Receiving Unit patients are 
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processed through the Diagnostic Clinic. All subjects in Group III 

had been at the hospital for less than ona week. At the Diagnostic 

Clinic the staff evaluates each patient1s earnest desire for 

sobriety and determines if alcoholic psychosis or severe brain damage 

is present. The patient is then transferred to the Alcoholic Treat¬ 

ment Center, retained or discharged accordingly. Patients with 

alcoholic psychosis or severe brain damage are detained at Warm Springs, 

those who have no brain damage and indicate no earnest desire for 

sobriety are discharged. Alcoholics who possess a desire for sobriety 

are,sent to the Alcoholic Treatment Center at Galen, Montana. 

The Technique 

On March 10, 1970 the first group to be tested was assembled in 

the Men’s Unit of the Receiving Hospital. Each patient was given a 

pencil and an answer sheet. The group was verbally instructed by the 

author to mark each item true or false, depending upon their own 

attitude. Instructions for completing the PRF were read aloud to the 

group and they were told that if any questions arose they could raise 

their hands for imnediate clarification. Each patient was told to 

write his age, sex and the date he had been admitted to the hospital 

on his answer sheet. Each item on the PRF Form AA was enumerated and 

read aloud, then repeated by the author to insure accurate inter¬ 

pretation. The group was tested in a two hour period from 2530 P* M. 

to 4530 P. M. All subjects indicated a willingness to participate in 

the study. 
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The second group tested was Group II, the twenty-nine patients 

in the Alcoholic Treatment Center at Galen, Montana. Patients in the 

Alcoholic Treatment Center are individuals who were judged by the 

Diagnostic Clinic at Warm Springs to be genuinely motivated toward 

maintaining sobriety# All the patients undergo five weeks of 

treatment at the Center# Ihis Clinic1 s counselors are members of 

Alcoholics Anonymous working under the direction and guidance of 

Warm Springs personnel# Treatment is oriented toward Alcoholics 

Anonymous theory# 

Testing was done from 7*30 P. M# to 9*30 P. M# on March 10, 1970 

at the Center# Each patient was given a pencil and a sheet of paper 

which served as an asnwer sheet# The patients were asked to indicate 

their ages, sex and the amount of time they had been at the Center on 

the answer sheets# Both the instructions and the items were verbally 

presented by the author in the same manner as that used for Group III. 

A ten minute rest period was allowed after forty-five minutes of 

testing# The atmosphere was cheerful and all participants thanked the 

author for the opportunity to participate in the study# 

The last group of participants in this study was Group I, the 

Alcoholics Anonymous members# They agreed to take part in this 

study only if their anonimity was not broken# Due to this restrictive 

condition the author was unable to give the test in person. As an 

alternative, letters were sent to Alcoholics Anonymous Chapters in 
i 

three areas in Montana# (Anonimity forbids naming these areas.) 
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The letters explained what was being asked of the members and 

requested their co-operation* Each letter was accompanied by an 

introductory letter written by Dr* Laura Walker, Director of the 

School of Nursing, Montana State University* Ten large, self-addressed 

stamped envelopes; Personality Research Form M; answer sheets and a 

set of directions were also included* Thirty packets were mailed on 

May 12, 1970 to the three Alcoholics Anonymous Chapters* Copies of 

the letters and the directions are in the Appendix B , page 82* 

Eight men completed the test and returned them to the author* 

Some individuals wrote short notes on their answer sheets encouraging 

the author* 

The Method of Data Correlation 

In this study the data resulting from each group’s tests were 

compared with one another* Similarities do not refer to scores 

higher, lower, or the same as a normal mean, only that they are 

relatively uniform for all alcoholic groups tested. This study does 

not compare alcoholic groups with any universal normal only with one 

another* 

The means were established by the Montana State University 

Computer Center* A mean variation of two units was considered 

meaningful. The comparative process included all twenty-two items* 

(Normative data are included in the paper. Raw scores and statistical 

data are included in the appendix for the reader’s convenience* 
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Llmitations 

!• Ihe groups represent only a small sample of the population# 

1 2* The race of the subjects was not considered, nor were age 
or socioeconomic conditions. Neither the length of time 
the subjects had been drinking nor age at onset were 
considered. 

3* Because of the small number of women alcoholics available 
for testing all women were excluded from comparison and 
analysis. 

4* Alcoholics Anonymous philosophy and treatment theory only 
was tested. (See Appendix B ) 

5* The inconsistency in test administration may have created 
variables unknown to the author. For instance, sobriety 
could not be certified for Group I, the Alcoholics 
Anonymous Group. 

6. Diagnosis of alcoholism for the Receiving Hospital Group 
may be innacurate and changed by the Diagnostic Clinic. 

7* Different medications may have caused personality traits 
to vary. 

8. Recidivism of institutionalization is not known. 



CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATIONS 

This chapter is a discussion of similarities and differences 

found in group mean scores* Some suggestions will be offered 

regarding inferences that could be made from the score variations* 

Group profiles were considered obviously changed if thirty-five per 

cent of the items showed ms an score variations of over two units* 

The terms Group I and Alcoholics Anonymous group are synonomous, as 

are Group Ila and First Alcoholic Treatment Center Group; Group 

lib and Second Alcoholic Treatment Center Group; Group lie and 

Last Alcoholic Treatment Center Group; and Group III and the 

Receiving Hospital Group* 

Group I and Group Ila Comparison 

Obvious differences were discovered when Group I and Group Ila 

profiles were compared* The Alcoholics Anonymous Group had dis- 

cemably higher means in items Affiliation, Cognitive Structure, 

Harmavoidance, Nurturance, Order and Desirability* Group Ila had 

recognizably higher averages in Aggression and Defendence* 

Items with similar means were Abasement, Achievement., Autonomy, 

Change, Dominance, Endurance, Exhibition, Impulsivity, Play, Sentience 

Social Recognition, Succorance and Understanding* 

Group Ila has a score indicating less desire to be with or to 

make friends as well as a score suggesting greater inclination 

toward aggressive behavior* 
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Comparison of Differences in Group I and Group Ila 
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Comparison of Similarities in Group I and Group Ila 
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Group X evidences a more exacting, rigid and literal thought 

process than Group Ila* Moreover, Group I scores infer a less 

suspicion and less need for defensive maneuvering# 

Group Ila means suggest less concern about health and physical 

safety# Furthermore, the group may be less benevolent and concerned 

for others# 

Group I scores indicate greater organizational abilities 

together with a more positive feeling of self worth and self esteem# 

Group I and Group lib Comparison 

The Group I profile varied distinctly from the Group lib profile# 

Group I mean scores were higher for Affiliation, Cognitive Structure, 

Order and Desirability# Group lib scores were higher for Achievement, 

Aggression, Change, Defendence, Dominance, Sentience and Understanding# 

Similarities for this comparison were found in the traits 

Abasement, Autonomy, Endurance, Exhibition, Harmavoidance, Impulsivity, 

Nurturance, Play, Social Recognition, Succorance and Infrequency# 

The data suggest the Group I (Alcoholics Anonymous Group) is more 

gregarious, companionable and neighborly than Group lib (Second 

Alcoholic Treatment Center Group)# Group I may also desire more 

structure and rigidity as well as more orderly surroundings# Self 

esteem and a feeling of worth may be higher for Group I while Group 

lib may have greater aspirations, respond more favorably to competition 

and be more willing to participate in difficult tasks# Group lib 

(Second Alcoholic Treatment Center Group) could be more combative. 
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Comparison of Differences of Group I and Group lib 
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Comparison of Similarities of Group I and Group lib 
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aggressive and belligerant and yet desire a more varied or less 

structured environment* Group lib may enjoy the challenge of 

attempting to control environment, being in command of the situation 

and feeling more able to accept hedonistic experiences* The inference 

that Group lib seeks more knowledge, has more reflective and logical 

thought -processes and is more analytical than Group I (Alcoholics 

Anonymous Group) may be valid* 

Group I and Group lie Comparison 

Comparison of the Alcoholics Anonymous Ctoup with the Last 

Alcoholic Treatment Center Group shows Group I has recognizably 

lower means in Achievement, Aggression, Change, Defendence, Dominance, 

and Sentience. Groups means were over two units hitler for Cognitive 

Structure, Harmavoidance and Order* 

Similarities within these two groups were in the traits Abase¬ 

ment, Affiliation, Autonomy, Endurance, Exhibition, Impulsivity, 

Nurturance, Play, Social Recognition, Succorance, Understanding, 

Desirability and Infrequency* 

The Alcoholics Anonymous Group, then, could have less aspirations 

toward distant goals and be less likely to assume difficult tasks* 

The Alcoholics Anonymous Group score for Achievement may also 

indicate a less competitive nature* Lessened feelings of combative¬ 

ness, belligerence and vengeance can also be inferred* Scores 

suggest Group I has a higher aversion to changes in environment, 

values, opinions or even in routine* Group I, however, may not be 
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Comparison of Differences of Group I and Group lie 

Groups 
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as suspicious and defensive toward other’s actions nor as disturbed 

by criticism* Group I scores may indicate less need to direct or 

force opinions upon others* Aesthetic appreciations may also be 

lower in Group I as could be abilities to enjoy physical or 

environmental sensations* 

The Last Alcoholic Treatment Center Group averages evidenced 

more of a willingness to take a chance* This group may be less 

rigid and less perfectionistdc but more adventurous even to the 

point of recklessness* 

Group I and Group III Comparison 

A third contrast analysis in which Group I was involved was 

done with Group III* Nine traits elicited average scores whose 

differences were noteworthy* Group I scored higher means in 

Autonomy and Harmavoidance• Averages for Group I recognizably 

lower than Group III were in traits Achievement, Affiliation, 

Change, Defendence, Nurturance, Sentience, and Understanding* 

Items with similar averages were Abasement, Aggression, 

Cognitive Structure, Dominance, Endurance, Exhibition, Impulsivity, 

Order, Play, Social Recognition, Succorance, Desireability, and 

Infrequency* * . 

These results may indicate that Group I feels more self 

reliant and is more desirous of breaking away from restraints* 

A less adventurous nature and a hi^ier concern for self-preser¬ 

vation may also be seen in Group I* Group I scored lower in the 
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Comparison of Differences of Group I and Group III 
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Comparison of Similarities of Group I and Group III 
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desire to accomplish difficult tasks and may feel less capable with 

competitive goals. Scores indicate that Group I is also lower in the 

ability to enjoy social groups, is neither as friendly nor as greg¬ 

arious as the Receiving Hospital Group. Group I scores, however, are 

higher in the acceptance of criticism and blame with less indication 

of rationalization. The Alcoholics Anonymous lower average for Nur- 

turance may indicate less ability to be supportive and of assistance' 

to others. Averages also show low scores for hedonism and aesthetics 

in addition to low scores for intellectual curiosity, reflection and 

the ability to theorize; 

Group Ila and Group III Comparison 

Profiles for Group Ila and Group III showed average differences 

quite distinctly. Group Ila means were higher in Autonomy and Aggres¬ 

sion and lower in the items Acceptance, Affiliation, Cognitive Struc¬ 

ture, Exhibition, Nurturance, Order, Sentience, Understanding and 

De sireability. 

Similarities for Group Ila and Group III were in the traits 

Abasement, Change, Defendence, Dominance, Endurance, Harmavoidance, 

Impulsivity, Play, Social Recognition, Succorance and Infrequency. 

Profiles indicate that the First Alcoholic Treatment Center Group 

is higher in combativeness, that is to say, becomes angry or antagon¬ 

istic more readily and wishes to feel less restrained. Group Ila may 

be less ambitious, less motivated toward self improvement, and less 

able to enjoy the company of others. Scores are lower for social- 
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ization and co-operation. Group Ila appears to be less exacting, not 

as perfectLonistic and meticulous as Group III and prefers remaining 

in the background rather than being exhibitory or demonstrative. 

The Receiving Hospital Group indicates higher degrees of protect¬ 

iveness, sympathy and charity but seem less concerned with organization, 

discipline or orderliness. Group III appears more inquisitive and 

better able to appreciate aesthetic and hedonistic experiences than 

the First Alcholoic Treatment Center Group. Scores suggest Group III 

has higher self-esteem and self-worth than Group Ila. 

Group lib and Group III Comparison 

Profiles for the Second Alcoholic Treatment Center Group and the 

Receiving Hospital Group manifested discernable changes in nine traits. 

Group lib had averages two or more units higher in Autonomy, Defendence 

and Harmavoidance. Group III higher means were for items Acceptance, 

Affiliation, Cognitive Structure, Nurturance, Order and Desirability. 

Similar means were found for items Abasement, Aggression, Change, 

dominance, Endurance, Exhibition, Impulsivity, Play, Sentience, Social 

Recognition, Succorance, Understanding and Infrequency. 

Group III may be more willing to accomplish difficult tasks and 

seems generally more ambitious than Group lib. In addition. Group 

III would perhaps maintain amicable and sociable associations more 

easily. Group III apparently has less desire for independence than 

Group lib. Scores suggest Group III experiences more discomfort in 

ambiguous or uncertain situations. 
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Comparison of Differences of Group Ila and Group III 
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Comparison of Similarities in Group III and Group Ila 
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Hie Second Alcoholic Treatment Center Group scores indicate more 

inclinations toward self exusing or rationalized thought together with 

a greater concern about physical well-being* Averages suggest Group 

lib has less ability to help others and less need for routine 

scheduling than the Receiving Hospital Group* Group lib means also 

infer a lower self esteem* 

Overall Comparison 

Pairing all groups the ten possible ways revealed that no single 

trait differed in every comparison* However, traits found to be 

similar in all groups tested were Abasement, Impulsivity, Play, 

Endurance, Succorance and Infrequency* One may conclude from these 

similarities that all the Alcoholic Groups show approximately the 

same degree of humility and resignation as well as the same inclination 

to be self-belittling* Similarities for Impulsivity indicate that 

rash, uninhibited, spur-of-the-moment behavior is conmon to all groups 

as is the degree of ability to participate in social events or sports* 

The trait Infrequency was included in Personality Research Form 

AA to serve as a reliability check* Apparent mean changes for 

Infrequency would indicate that a subject was responding in a random 

manner possibly due to carelessness or an inability to comprehend the 

test* No variation for Infrequency was discovered in the data for 

this study, therefore one may assume all subjects test results were 

reliable. 
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Comparison of Differences of Group III and Group lib 
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Comparison of Similarities of Group III and Group lib 
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CHAPTER V i 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
I 

Summary 

The primary purposes of this study were to identify and evaluate 

similarities and differences in personality traits of three different 

groups of alcoholics. A cross sectional survey method employing a 

standardized personality test was used to obtain the necessary data. 

Group I included eight Alcoholics Anonymous members. Group II 

consisted of twenty-nine people in the Alcoholic Treatment Center at 

Galen, Montana. This group was divided into three sub-groupsJ Group 

Ila was seven alcoholics in the first two weeks of treatment. Group lib 

was five individuals in their third week at the Center and Group lie 

was seventeen people in their fifth and last week of treatment at 

Galen, Montana. Group III was composed of alcoholics in the first 

week at the Receiving Hospital, Warm Springs State Hospital, Warm 

Springs, Montana. 

Treatment for Groups I and II followed Alcoholics Anonymous 

philosophy exclusively. Group III had received no treatment other 

than medication. A total of forty-six male alcoholics were tested 

for data analysis. 

Results showed five traits. Abasement, Impulsivity, Play, En¬ 

durance, and Succorance, remained relatively constant in degree 

while sixteen varied. The most surprising revelation was that Group 
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III and Group He differences did not meet the standard set for 

determining obvious differences. That is to say. The Receiving Hos¬ 

pital Group and the Last Alcoholic Treatment Center Group were 

relatively similar, showing only seven traits with distinct differences* 

Group lib showed the largest number of distinct changes when compared 

with Group I* 

The main conclusion of this study is that all groups have comnon 

basic characteristics but each group tested has some degree of varia¬ 

tion in personality trait profiles that are unique to that group* 

In this final chapter the author will attempt to illustrate the 

changing profiles of alcoholic groups in different stages of treatment 

inferred by the analysis of data. The conclusions drawn will be 

based only on the groups tested* The author recognizes that the pro¬ 

files may not be accurate for total populations of alcoholics* 

Differing Alcoholic Groups 

The alcoholic group in the Receiving Hospital had been insti¬ 

tutionalized only a few days* The surroundings were unfamiliar, 

they were lodged with disturbed individuals, many of whom were also 

newly admitted* Most of the alcoholic group was malnourished, 

physically ill and suffering adverse effects of toxification* 

Autonomy is at the lowest point* Loneliness hangs as a large 

threat. Family and friends seem distant and inaccessible. The group 

may attempt to dispel these feelings of estrangement by cultivating 
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and using a desire to be nurturant* Group members will occupy them¬ 

selves by giving comfort, sympathy and support to others in the 

Receiving Hospital* At the same time affiliation will be at the 

highest point* The group will perform helpful tasks for others 

enthusiastically and cheerfully* 

Group III will hope for great achievements* At no other stage 

of treatment does a group experience such high aspirations, almost no 

task seems too difficult to accomplish* Idealism soars to great 

heights, sometimes beyond the point of realism* The group is 

inquiring, exploring and curious about a multitude of things* It 

values logical thought and probes and scrutinizes to obtain under¬ 

standing* 

The alcoholic group in the first two weeks of treatment at the 

Alcoholic Treatment Center does not desire to affiliate with friends 

or family* It is less willing to form new associations than groups 

in other stages of treatment* This group gives itself the lowest 

rating for desireability* Feelings of worthlessness are apparent, 

the members of the group describe themselves unfavorably and with 

disdain* 

Aggression is at a high point. This group feels more combative, 

is more easily annoyed and is more argumentative than the other groups* 

Cognitive Structure is also at the lowest point for this group. They 

care little for accurate problem solution; unstructured, haphazard 

thought is casually acceptable* Nurturance is at a low level. Con- 
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solations, comfort and ministration to others are distinctly limited* 

In the mid weeks of treatment at the Alcoholic Treatment Center 

the tested group is highest in defendence* Rationalization and 

denial come easily* Because the motives of others are viewed with 

suspicion, the self is kept guarded* This group is the least inter¬ 

ested in order, structured programs, neatness and routine are viewed 

with aversion* Of all groups this one is highest in sentience. Its 

members are open and alert to aesthetic experiences; smells, sounds, 

tastes and tough sensations are valued for their emotional content. 

The group about to leave the Alcoholic Treatment Center evidenced 

the highest desire for change* New and different experiences are 

eagerly anticipated* The wish to control or dominate environment is 

manifested* The role of a leader, boss or conmander is assumed by 

group members* The need to be cautious and apprehensive about physi¬ 

cal safety and well being is lowest for this group. Harmavoidance 

is minimized, perhaps as preparation for a return to community life. 

The group of Alcoholics Anonymous members exhibits the lowest 

number of aggressive tendencies* They are careful not to hurt other’s 

feelings and do not try to get even for supposed injuries* Autonomy 

is highest for this group* The members wish to be self-determining 

independents. They have the least desire to change their environment, 

opinions or values* Ambiguity or uncertainty are avoided and decisions 

are based on exact, definite knowledge* Thought processes are some¬ 

what rigid. This group, then, has the most desire for cognitive 
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structure* The group likes order, routine schedules and a structured 

life* Intellectual explorations are most limited in this group* 

Apparently new thoughts and ideas do not readily stimulate interest* 

The Alcoholics Anonymous Group is the most rigid and conforming of 

all the groups tested* 

Rationalizations and other defensive plays are at a minimum for 

this group of Alcoholics Anonymous members in comparison with the 

other groups* The group has the highest self-esteem and self-acceptance 

scores of all the groups* 

These groups are actual, the profiles describing them are based on 

the measurement of characteristics obtained for this study, limited 

though it was. 

Reconmendations 

This study raises more questions than it answers* For instance, 

would persons having addictions other than alcoholism have similar 

personality trait profiles? Could other types of treatment elicit the 

same personality profiles? Will personality traits be different for 

alcoholics living in urban rather than rural areas? Would the dif¬ 

ferent sub-cultures such as Mexican, Indian, Negro or for that matter 

ghetto cultures, have different personality profiles? Could age 

differences be a factor in personality characteristics and/or the 

inclination or rate of trait-change? What would a comparable study 

of women alcoholics reveal? 
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The author recommends a longitudinal study of patients who have 

completed the Alcoholic Treatment Center program* The findings of 

this study in regard to the similarities between Group III and Group 

lie may indicate that the most important traits are those which 

differ from the Receiving Hospital Group not on those most similar 

to the Alcoholics Anonymous Group* If not then perhaps the Alcoholic 

Treatment Center Program may need some revision in the last weeks of 

treatment* 

Perhaps similar studies limiting the subjects to specific sub¬ 

cultures, age ranges, sex or locales may help to further define the 

alcoholic personality profile* Such studies may also help to deter¬ 

mine if, in fact, a unique profile exists for all alcoholics, regardless 

of variables* 

The time available for this study permitted no long range 

observations of the groups* A more accurate estimate of traits which 

may be necessary for sobriety maintainance might be devised if a 

longitudinal study of similar alcoholic groups were undertaken* Fbrhaps 

an investigator could observe one group as it progresses through the 

stages of institutionalization and treatment on to a length of time 

after the subjects had returned to community life* The results could 

be compared with those from this study* 

This study was conducted with a broad spectrum of personality 

traits* An indepth study observing a limited number of characteristics 

in the groups might help to establish a more specific profile that 
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could be of help determining the needs of the different groups. For 

example, the level at which the alcoholics need more support or 

acceptance could be determined. 

Finally the author reconmends that a study be undertaken involving 

a contrasting philosophical concept or theory or treatment, observing 

the degree of personality trait variation, and comparing the similar¬ 

ities and differences of the alcoholic personality traits of the op¬ 

posing philosophies. 

The author suggests that a future goal for concerned students be 

the attempt to devise a dossier of personality profiles that diag¬ 

nosticians could use to determine which type of treatment would best 

help individual patients# Alcoholic patients could then be referred 

accordingly. 
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APEENDIX A 

GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS KEY 

Xa = Alcoholic mean 

Xn = Normal mean 

a = Alcoholic Standard deviation 

n = Normal Standard deviation 

CtT = Critical t Table 

t = Computed two tailed t correlation test 

D.F. = Degree of Freedom 

Norm* = Normative Data (Table I) 

Comp# = Comparison 

Signify = Significance at #05 level of probability 

Et-Ft CtT. D. F. CtT. 

10 2.228 15 2.131 

n 2.201 20 2.086 

12 2.179 22 2.074 

13 2.160 23 2.069 

14 2.145 24 2.06 A 
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DESIRAHLE CHANGES IN ATTITUDE AND HABITS FOR THE ALCOHOLIC*, 

The Alcoholic Patient Musts 

1* recognize that the problem of drinking, for him, is not merely 
a problem of dissipation, but a dangerous psychopathological 
reaction to a (for him) a pernicious drug; 

2« clearly understand that, once a man has passed from normal to 
abnormal drinking, he can never learn to control drinking again* 

3* come to understand that he has been trying to substitute 
, alcoholic fantasy for real achievement in life, and that his 
effort has been hopeless and absurd; 

4* be convinced that at all times, and under all conditions, 
alcohol produces for him not happiness, but unhappiness; 

5* recognize that giving up alcohol is his own personal problem, 
which primarily concerns himself alone; 

6* recognize alcoholic daydreaming — about past ngood times", 
favorite bars, etc*, — as a dangerous pastime to be inhibited 
by thinking about his reasons for not drinking* 

7* learn to withstand success as well as failure, since pleasant 
emotions, as well as unpleasant ones, can serve as "good" 
excuses for taking a drink; 

8* learn to be especially on guard during periods of changes in his 
life that involve some emotion or nervous fatigue; 

9* come to understand that the motive behind his drinking has been 
some form of self-experssion, some desire to gratify an immature 
craving for attention or escape from unpleasant reality in order 
to get rid of disagreeable states of mind; 

10. understand that alcoholic ancestry is an excuse, not a reason, 
for abnormal drinking; 

11* realize that any reasonably intelligent and sincere person, who 
is willing to make a sustained effort for sufficient period of 
time, is capable of learning to live without alcohol; 

12* avoid the small glass of wine, i*e*, the apparently harmless 
lapse — with even more determination that the obvious slug 
of gin; 
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13* never be so childish as to offer temporary boredom as an excuse 
to himself for taking a drink; 

14* never be so foolish as to try to persuade himself that he can 
drink beer; 

15• disabuse his mind of any illusions about alcohol sharpening 
and polishing his wit and intellect; 

16, learn to be tolerant of other peoples mistakes, poor judgment 
and bad manners without becoming emotionally disturbed; 

!?• learn to disregard the inappropriate advice and questions of 
relatives and friends without becoming emotionally disturbed; 

18* try to acquire a mature sense of values and learn to be con¬ 
trolled by his judgment; 

19* realize that in giving up drinking he should not regard himself 
as a hsro, a martyr, entitled to make unreasonable demands, 
that his family give in to his every whim; 

20. beware of projecting himself into the role of some character 
in a movie, book, or play who handles liquor “like a gentlemenn, 
and of persuading himself that he can, and will, do likewise 
with equal impunity; 

21. learn the importance of eating, since the best preventitive for 
that tired and nervouse feeling which leads to taking a drink 
is food, and most carry chocolate bars or other candy with him, 
at all times, to eat between meals and whenever he gets restless, 
jittery, or tired. Coffee is also a good substitute; 

22. learn how to relax naturally, both mentally and physically, 
without the use of the narcotic action of alcohol; 

23• not drop his guard at any time, but expocially during the early 
period of his reorganization, when premature feelings of victory 
and elation often occur; 

24* understand that, besides abstinence, his real goal is a contented 
and efficient life; 

25* appreciate the seriousness of his re-education and regard it as 
the most important thing in his life; 

26. learn to avoid needless hurry and resultant fatigue by concen¬ 
trating on what he is doing rather than on what he is going to 
do next; 
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27. not neglect care of his physical health, which is an important 
part of rehabilitation; 

28. carefully follow daily self-imposed schedule which conscien¬ 
tiously carried out, aids in organizing a disciplined person¬ 
ality, developing new habits for old and bringing out a new 
rhythm of living; 

29. never relax his determination, or become careless, lazy, 
indifferent, or cocky in his efforts to eliminate his desire 
for alcohol; 

30* not be discouraged by a feeling of discontent during the early 
stages of sobriety, but turn this feeling into incentive to 
action which will legitimately satisfy his desire for self- 
expression; 

31. realize that most people seeking psychological help for ab¬ 
normal drinking are above average in intellectual endowment, 
and that, while drinking means failure, abstinence is likely 
to mean success; 

32. never feel that any of these changed attitudes and habits are 
in any way inconsequential, or secondary to business, play, 
or whatnot; and he must conscientiously observe everyone of 
them, day in and day outt 

*(From the Fort Logan, Denver, Alcoholic Rehabilitation Program) 
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May 11, 1970 

Alcoholics Anonymous Members, 
 9 Montana 

Dear Members, 

As individuals who are maintaining sobriety and helping others 
to do the same* I have need for your opinions and attitudes on 
various subjects* I am a registered nurse in the Graduate Nursing 
program at Montana State University. To fulfill the requirement of 
completing my research paper for a Masters of Nursing, I need your 
assistance* 

Anonymity need not be broken* The study does not require 
the name or address of any member, nor that the area be identified* 

I need 10 Alcoholic Anonymous members to answer time or false 
about their feelings and attitudes on the enclosed answer sheets 
after reading statements on the research form. For your convenience 
I have enclosed 10 stamped, self addressed envelopes. Each member 
who is willing to help with this study, may take an envelope. 
Enclosed in each envelope is a research form, answer sheet and 
directions. After completing the answer sheet the individuals may 
place the research form and the answer sheet back into the envelope 
and mail them to me* If possible I would like this done within the 
next five days as time is an important factor in obtaining my degree* 

Two groups have already participated in this study. One 
group was waiting for treatment, and the other group was undergoing 
treatment. Any assistance you feel you can give me will be deeply 
appreciated. 

My Sincerest Thanks, 

Lura L. Morgan R. N. 
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RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS 

13 Greenwich Avenue 
Goshen, Hew York 10924 

PERMISSION TO COPY OR REPRODUCE COPYRIGHT MATERIAL 

Research Psychologists Press, Inc*, 13 Greenwich Avenue, Goshen 
New York, on this date March 27. 1970 hereby authorizes? 

NAME: Laura L* Morgan 

TITLE: 

INSTITUTION: Montana State University 

DEPARTMENT: . Psychology Department 

ADDRESS: Bozeman, Montana 

(Licensee) to copy or reproduce the material identified below as The 
Work, subject to all of the terms, conditions and limitations of this 
license* 

A* The Work! Ihe Work Means? 

NAME? Personality Research Form 

AUTHOR(S)r Dr* Douglas N» Jackson 

SPECIFIC FORM OF THE TEST OR THE WORK: Form AA  

PARTICULAR SCALES OR PARTICULAR WORK USED? Personality  

 Scale Table 1, page 6 and 7 in the Manual  

B. Authorized Use: The license granted hereby is specifically limited 
to the following uses, and no other? 

I ' 

Educational and Psychological Research 
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PERMISSION TO COPY OR REPRODUCE COPYRIGHT MATERIAL Page 2 

C« Prohibited Uses? The license granted herein specifically excludes 
the right to adapt, revise, or otherwise change the Work, and 
excludes the right to sell, give away, or otherwise reproduce, 
publish, or distribute any copies of the Work (neither separately 
nor as part of a larger publication, such as in articles, books, 
research bulletins, or dissertations), except as specifically 
permitted by Section B and Section F* 

D« Reservation of Rights? All rights in the Work herein granted to 
the Licensee are expressly reserved by Research Psychologists 
Press, Inc. 

E* Non-Transferability: This license is non-transferable# Any attempt 
to transfer the license will automatically revoke it# 

F# Reproduced by Permission: Any copy, reproduction, or other use 
authorized hereby shall be accompanied by a full reference to the 
source of the original material and the author(s)# The statement 
shall include this phrase: 

Reproduced by permission#" All copies shall bear the appropriate 
copyright notice that appears on the cover of the material used# 
This notice shall appear on the title page of each reproduction or 
copy of the Work# It should be noted that a total of not more than 

10 copies may be prepared# This permission is valid for a 
six month period beginning with the date of this authorization# 
After this six month period all copies must be destroyed# Further 
permission to copy or reproduce copyright material beyond this six 
month period will require a renewal of Pemission between the 
Licensee and Research Psychologists Press, Inc# 

G# Fees: None 

H# Required Signatures: This license is not effective unless signed 
by an authorized official of Research Psychologists Press, Inc#, 
and unless countersigned by the Licensee# 

ACCEPTED AND AGREED: RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS, 
INC# 

Lura L# Morrran Lorraine J» Morlock 
Licensee Authorized Signature 

Date Date 
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WHAT IS A» A» ? 

Alcoholics Anonymous is a fellowship of men and women who share 

their experience, strength and hope with each other, that they may 

solve their common problem and help others to recover from alcoholism# 

The only requirement for membership is a desire to stop drinking# 

There are no dues or fees for A# A# membership; we are self-supporting 

through our own contributions# A# A# is not allied with any sect, 

denomination, politics, organization or institution; does not wish 

to engage in any causes# Our primary purpose is to stay sober and 

help other alcoholics achieve sobriety. 

The 12 Steps of A# A# 

1# We admitted we were powerless over alcohol — that our lives had 
become unmanageable# 

2# Came to believe that a Power greater than ourselves could restore 
us to sanity# 

Made a decision to turn our will and our lives over to the care 
of God as we understood him# 

4* Made a searching and fearless moral inventory of ourselves# 

5# Admitted to God, to ourselves and to another human being the 
exact nature of our wrongs# 

6* Were entirely ready to have God remove all these defects of 
character# 

7« Humbly asked Him to remove our shortcomings# 

8. Made a list of all persons we had harmed, and became willing 
to make amends to them all# 
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9* Hade direct amends to such people wherever possible, except 
when to do so would injure them or others# 

10# Continued to take personal inventory and when we were wrong, 
promptly admitted it# 

11. Sought through prayer and meditation to improve our conscious 
contact with God as we understood him, praying only for know¬ 
ledge of His will for us and the power to carry that out# 

12# Having had a spiritual experience as the result of these 
s steps, we tried to carry this message to alcoholics and 

practice these principles in all our affairs# 

The 12 Traditions of A# A# 

1# Our ccmmon welfare should come first; personal recovery depends 
upon A# A# unity# 

2# For our group purpose there is but one ultimate authority — 
a loving God as He may express Himself in our group conscience# 
Our leaders are but trusted servants; they do not govern# 

3# The only requirement for A# A# membership is a desire to stop 
drinking# 

4# Each group should be autonomous except in matters affecting 
other groups or A. A# as a whole# 

5# Each group has but one primary purpose — to carry its message 
to the alcoholic who still suffers# 

6# An A# A# group ought never endorse, finance, or lend the A# A# 
name to any related facility or outside enterprise, lest 
problems of money, property and prestige divert us from our 
primary purpose# - 

7# Every A# A# group ought to be fully self-supporting, declining 
outside contributions# 

8# Alcoholics Anonymous should remain forever non-professional, 
but our service centers may employ special workers# 

9# A# A# , as such, ought never be organized; but we may create 
service boards or committees directly responsible to those 
they serve# 
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10* Alcoholics Anonymous has no opinion on outside issues, hence 
the A* A* name ought never be drawn into public controversy* 

11* Our public relations policy is based on attraction rather 
than promotion; we need always maintain personal anonymity at 
the level of press, radio, and films* 

12* Anonymity is the spiritual foundation of our traditions, ever 
reminding us to place principles before personalities* 

The Praver of an Alcoholic 

God grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change. 

courage to change the things I can, and wisdom to know the difference* 
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RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS 

13 Greenwich Avenue 
Goshen, New York 10924 

! 

March 27, 1970 

Miss Laura L» Morgan, 
Bozeman, Mont* 

This is in reply to your request for permission to reproduce 

test materials published by Research Psychologists Press, Inc* 

Enclosed are two copies of a permission form stating the * 

conditions under which authorization is granted* If you agree to 

these conditions, kindly sign one copy and return it to us, retain¬ 

ing the other copy for your reference* 

Sincerely yours. 

RESEARCH PSYCHOLOGISTS PRESS, INC* 

Lorraine J* Morlock 

LJMijd 
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DO NOT USE YOUR NAME. DO STATE THE 

LENGTH OF SOBRIETY. THE FIRST FEELING 

THAT COMES INTO YOUR MIND, WHEN YOU 

READ THE STATEMENT IS THE ONE TO PUT 

DOWN. THANK YOU AGAIN FOR THE TIME 

AND EFFORT YOU HAVE TAKEN. 

SINCERELY, 

LURA L. MORGAN 
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Hay 11, 1970 

Alcoholics Anonomous Members 
 9 Montana 

Dear Members, 

Lura L. Morgan is a registered graduate student in the Master 

of Nursing Program at Montana State University, Bozeman, Montana. 

Her study on Alcoholism has been approved by her graduate committee# 

I would appreciate any assistance that you can give her# 

Thank You, 

Mrs# Laura Walker H#N# Ph.D 
Director of Nursing, M S U 
Bozeman, Montana 
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